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Lead The Way 2016
Our second annual Lead The Way event raised over
$100,000 to support Outdoor Outreach's programming.
We could not be more grateful to our donors, sponsors,
board, staff and volunteers for making this event such a
success. Don't miss the highlight videos produced by
our talented partners at Outside The Lens! Watch the
video

Our top 5 hikes in
San Diego
We've asked the best

Holiday Season
Outdoor Outreach is now
partnered with Coin Up, an
app that rounds up your
everyday transactions — an
effortless way to give while
shopping for the holidays.

outdoor specialists —our
very own OO staff! to list
their favorite hikes in
San Diego County
during the fall and
winter. Ready to try
Stones Wall Peak, Iron
Mountain, or Bankers
Hill's hidden bridges?
Read more

New Gompers
Adventure Club
Building on the success of our
Adventure Club model,
Outdoor Outreach has
launched a new exciting
partnership with Gompers

Make sure to read about
OO's incredible stories of
impact on our Blog

Prep. Academy. Stay tuned for
these new stories of impact!

A big thank you to our sponsors
and partners:

Corporate Volunteers

"The entire event was
amazing! What stood out
the most was seeing the
kids smile and watching
them develop a sense of
confidence when they tried
something new that they
didn't think they could do."
Cox Volunteer —Learn
more about group
volunteer outings
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